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ABSTRACT

A significant influence of anthropogenic forcing has been detected in global- and continental-scale
surface temperature, temperature of the free atmosphere, and global ocean heat uptake. This paper reviews
outstanding issues in the detection of climate change and attribution to causes. The detection of changes in
variables other than temperature, on regional scales and in climate extremes, is important for evaluating
model simulations of changes in societally relevant scales and variables. For example, sea level pressure
changes are detectable but are significantly stronger in observations than the changes simulated in climate
models, raising questions about simulated changes in climate dynamics. Application of detection and
attribution methods to ocean data focusing not only on heat storage but also on the penetration of the
anthropogenic signal into the ocean interior, and its effect on global water masses, helps to increase
confidence in simulated large-scale changes in the ocean.

To evaluate climate change signals with smaller spatial and temporal scales, improved and more densely
sampled data are needed in both the atmosphere and ocean. Also, the problem of how model-simulated
climate extremes can be compared to station-based observations needs to be addressed.

1. Introduction

Evidence for an anthropogenic contribution to cli-
mate trends over the twentieth century is accumulating
at a rapid pace [see Mitchell et al. (2001) and Interna-
tional Ad Hoc Detection and Attribution Group (2005)
for detailed reviews]. The greenhouse gas signal in
global surface temperature can be distinguished from
internal climate variability and from the response to
other forcings (such as changes in solar radiation, vol-
canism, and anthropogenic forcings other than green-
house gases) for global temperature changes (e.g.,
Santer et al. 1996; Hegerl et al. 1997; Tett et al. 1999;

Stott et al. 2001) and also for continental-scale tempera-
ture (Stott 2003; Zwiers and Zhang 2003; Karoly et al.
2003; Karoly and Braganza 2005). Evidence for anthro-
pogenic signals is also emerging in other variables, such
as sea level pressure (Gillett et al. 2003b), ocean heat
content (Barnett et al. 2001; Levitus et al. 2001, 2005;
Reichert et al. 2002; Wong et al. 2001), ocean salinity
(Wong et al. 1999; Curry et al. 2003), and tropopause
height (Santer et al. 2003b).

The goal of this paper is to discuss new directions and
open questions in research toward the detection and
attribution of climate change signals in key components
of the climate system, and in societally relevant vari-
ables. We do not intend to provide a detailed review of
present accomplishments, for which we refer the reader
to International Ad Hoc Detection and Attribution
Group (2005).

Detection has been defined as the process of demon-
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strating that an observed change is significantly differ-
ent (in a statistical sense) from natural internal climate
variability, by which we mean the chaotic variation of
the climate system that occurs in the absence of anoma-
lous external natural or anthropogenic forcing (Mitch-
ell et al. 2001). Attribution of anthropogenic climate
change is generally understood to require a demonstra-
tion that the detected change is consistent with simu-
lated change driven by a combination of external forc-
ings, including anthropogenic changes in the composi-
tion of the atmosphere and internal variability, and not
consistent with alternative explanations of recent cli-
mate change that exclude important forcings [see
Houghton et al. (2001) for a more thorough discussion].
This implies that all important forcing mechanisms,
natural (e.g., changes in solar radiation and volcanism)
and anthropogenic, should be considered in a full attri-
bution study.

Detection and attribution provides therefore a rigor-
ous test of the model-simulated transient change. In
cases where the observed change is consistent with
changes simulated in response to historical forcing,
such as large-scale surface and ocean temperatures,
these emerging anthropogenic signals enhance the
credibility of climate model simulations of future cli-
mate change. In cases where a significant discrepancy is
found between simulated and observed changes, this
raises important questions about the accuracy of model
simulations and the forcings used in the simulations. It
may also emphasize a need to revisit uncertainty esti-
mates for observed changes.

Beyond model evaluation, a further important appli-
cation of detection and attribution studies is to obtain
information on the uncertainty range of future climate
change. Anthropogenic signals that have been esti-
mated from the twentieth century can be used to ex-
trapolate model signals into the twenty-first century
and estimate uncertainty ranges based on observations
(Stott and Kettleborough 2002; Allen et al. 2000). This
is important since there is no guarantee that the spread
of model output fully represents the uncertainty of fu-
ture change. Techniques related to detection ap-
proaches can also be used to estimate key climate pa-
rameters, such as the equilibrium global temperature
increase associated with CO2 doubling (“climate sensi-
tivity”) or the heat taken up by the ocean (e.g., Forest
et al. 2002) to further constrain model simulations of
future climate change.

Section 2 briefly reviews methodological challenges
associated with new directions in detection and attribu-
tion. Section 3 lists results and challenges in large-scale
surface and atmospheric variables, while section 4 fo-
cuses on the ocean, and section 5 on impact-relevant

variables. We conclude with some recommendations in
section 6.

2. Methodological challenges and data
requirements

Mitchell et al. (2001) and International Ad Hoc De-
tection and Attribution Group (2005) give an extensive
overview of detection and attribution methods. One of
the most widely used, and arguably the most efficient
method for detection and attribution is “optimal finger-
printing.” This is generalized multivariate regression
that uses a maximum likelihood method (Hasselmann
1979, 1997; Allen and Tett 1999) to estimate the ampli-
tude of externally forced signals in observations. The
regression model attempts to represent the observed
record y, organized as a vector in space and time, from
a set of n response (signal) patterns that are concate-
nated in a matrix X using the linear assumption y � X�
� u. Climate change signal patterns (also called finger-
prints) are usually derived from model simulations
[e.g., with a coupled general circulation model
(CGCM)]. The vector � contains the scaling factors
that adjust the amplitude of each those signal patterns
(also called fingerprints) to best match the observed
amplitude, and u is a realization of internal climate
variability. Vector u is assumed to be a realization of a
Gaussian random vector (see below for discussion).
Long “control” simulations with CGCMs, that is, simu-
lations without anomalous external forcing, are typi-
cally used to estimate the internal climate variability
and the resulting uncertainty in scaling factors �.

Inferences about detection and attribution in the
standard approach are then based on hypothesis test-
ing. For detection, this involves testing the null hypoth-
esis that the amplitude of a given signal is consistent
with zero (if this is not the case, it is detected); attribu-
tion is assessed using the attribution consistency test
(Allen and Tett 1999; see also Hasselmann 1997), which
evaluates the null hypothesis that the amplitude � is a
vector of units (i.e., the model signal does not need to
be rescaled to match the observations). A complete
attribution assessment accounts for competing mecha-
nisms of climate change as completely as possible, as
discussed by Mitchell et al. (2001). Increasingly, Bayes-
ian approaches are used as an alternative to the stan-
dard approach. In Bayesian approaches, inferences are
based on a posterior distribution that blends evidence
from the observations with independent prior informa-
tion that is represented by a prior distribution [e.g.,
Berliner et al. 2000; Schnur and Hasselmann 2004; Lee
et al. 2005; see International Ad Hoc Detection and
Attribution Group (2005) for a more complete discus-
sion and results]. Since Bayesian approaches can incor-
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porate multiple lines of evidence and account elegantly
for uncertainties in various components of the detec-
tion and attribution effort, we expect that they will be
very helpful for variables with considerable observa-
tional and model uncertainty.

As we move toward detection and attribution studies
on smaller spatial and temporal scales and with non-
temperature variables, new challenges arise that are re-
lated to noise and uncertainty in signal patterns, dealing
with non-Gaussian variables and facing data limita-
tions. These are now discussed.

a. Data requirements for detection and attribution

The observations analyzed in a detection approach
should cover a long enough time period to distinguish
an emerging anthropogenic signal, typically at least 20
yr, or better, 50 yr. Longer records generally allow for
a more powerful detection of the anthropogenic signal
from the background of natural variability, but the time
period is limited by available observed data and
samples for climate variability. The observed record
also needs to be as homogeneous in time as possible;
that is, free from artifacts due to changes in temporal
sampling, instrument bias, instrument exposure or lo-
cation, observing procedures, and processing algo-
rithms.

Time-dependent biases for long time period tempo-
ral sampling (e.g., monthly, seasonal, and annual) have
been addressed more frequently and effectively than
biases associated with short temporal sampling (hourly
and daily). However, analysis of climate extremes re-
quires high-resolution temporal sampling. Difficulties
arise from diurnal biases of temperature that are diffi-
cult to completely eliminate (see, e.g., DeGaetano
1999; Vose et al. 2003) and from corrections for short-
duration precipitation integrations (hourly or less) ver-
sus longer time integrations (daily and monthly; Grois-
man et al. 1999).

Data availability is still limited, particularly in very
high latitudes and the Tropics (see http://www.ncdc.
noaa.gov/img/climate/research/2005/feb/map_prcp_
02_2005_pg.gif). Also, there remains considerable data
that are inaccessible in many developing and some de-
veloped countries. A U.S. program to rescue long-term
data that are not electronically accessible (the U.S. Cli-
mate Data Modernization Program) is now working
with other countries and the World Meteorological Or-
ganization (WMO) to help fill these gaps. It has already
lead to new data being made available worldwide. Sup-
porting information about instrument status and the
observing environment is critical to derive appropriate
corrections for time-dependent biases. Therefore, it is
very important to also maintain and rescue metadata.

Detection methods may be helpful in prioritizing where
observational data would be most useful to constrain
model climate change fingerprints (see, e.g., Groisman
et al. 2005). More needs to be done in that regard.

Reanalysis data are dynamically complete and can
provide a valuable source of data for studying climate
variability. However, at present, inhomogeneities in
time, particularly during the time of transition to the
satellite era, make these products problematic to use
for detection (e.g., Chelliah and Ropelewski 2000).
Limiting the analysis to the better-constrained satellite
era, and analyzing data from several reanalyses, par-
ticularly more recent ones, can circumvent some of
these problems (see Santer et al. 2003b; Gillett et al.
2003b), although caution is still needed.

b. Addressing error and noise in model-simulated
patterns

Because CGCMs simulate natural internal variability
as well as the response to external forcing, the CGCM
simulated climate signals need to be averaged across an
ensemble of simulations. Even then, signal estimates
will contain remnants of the climate’s natural internal
variability unless the ensemble size is very large. The
presence of this noise in the signal may bias ordinary
least squares estimates of � downward, particularly for
signals that have small signal-to-noise ratios (such as
signals from natural forcing or other anthropogenic
forcings in the twentieth century). This can be ad-
dressed by estimating � with a total least squares algo-
rithm (Allen and Stott 2003). Further processing of sig-
nals or fingerprints (see Santer et al. 1996; Hegerl et al.
1996) may be needed to reduce the amount of noise for
variables and spatial scales that are more strongly af-
fected by climate variability.

Model-simulated signals also invariably contain un-
certainties associated with errors in models (such as
imperfect treatment of clouds, e.g.) and forcings. De-
tection and attribution results are sensitive to this un-
certainty as demonstrated when results from different
models and different forcing assumptions are compared
(e.g., Santer et al. 1996; Hegerl et al. 2000; Allen et al.
2006). A first estimate of the combined model error and
forcing uncertainty can be based on combining data
from simulations forced with different estimates of ra-
diative forcings, and simulated with different models.
Gillett et al. (2002) demonstrate that such multimodel
fingerprints lead to a more convincing attribution of
observed warming between greenhouse gas and sulfate
aerosol forcing. Taylor (K. Taylor 2005, personal com-
munication) shows that averages from multiple models
often outperform individual models in simulations of
mean climate and variability.
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For a complete understanding of the effects of forc-
ing and model uncertainty, and a full representation of
both uncertainties in detection and attribution ap-
proaches (as suggested by Hasselmann 1997), both
forcing and model uncertainties need to be explored
fully and separately. Using very large ensembles of
models with perturbed parameters will improve the
model error estimate (see Allen and Stainforth 2002;
Murphy et al. 2004). However, if models share common
errors, the estimate of model uncertainty will be biased
low. It is therefore important to maintain true diversity
in climate models used worldwide.

Also, appreciation of the complexities of the numer-
ous types of anthropogenic and natural forcings is
growing rapidly. Additional climate forcings have been
identified recently, such as several types of aerosols,
changes in land use, urbanization, and irrigation prac-
tices (e.g., Dolman et al. 2003; Bonan 1999; Charney
1975; Hahmann and Dickinson 1997). The importance
of these forcings will vary between climate variables
and spatial scales. For example, while land use change
is thought to have a relatively small effect on globally or
hemispherically averaged temperature (e.g., Matthews
et al. 2004), it can have substantial effects locally (e.g.,
Baidya and Avissar 2002) and may therefore be impor-
tant for the detection of regional climate change.

While forcing uncertainty affects the results of esti-
mating contributions of external forcing to observed
changes, detection methods can also provide help to
constrain the magnitude of external forcings if their
space–time signature is known (“top-down” forcing es-
timates; see, e.g., Anderson et al. 2003).

c. Estimates of internal climate variability

One of the primary concerns with current optimal
fingerprinting techniques is related to the dependence
upon models for estimates of internal variability. There
are at least two prospects for improving our confidence
in these estimates.

First, the paleoclimate community continues to make
impressive progress in the reconstruction and interpre-
tation of the climate record of the last 1–2 millennia
(e.g., Jones and Mann 2004), although uncertainties re-
main (von Storch et al. 2004). However, the variability
in paleoreconstructions is a convolution of internal cli-
mate variability, additional noise from proxy data, sam-
pling uncertainty due to incomplete coverage of paleo-
data, and the climate response to uncertain external
forcing. A comparison of this variability with unforced
internal climate variability in climate models is not
straightforward. One step toward such a comparison is
comparing the residual variability in paleoclimatic re-
constructions after removing effects from external forc-

ing (e.g., Hegerl et al. 2006) with variability in control
simulations; or, alternatively, comparing the variability
in simulations of the last millennium with proxy data
(e.g., Tett et al. 2006). Studies of the last millennium
also help to better understand climate response to natu-
ral forcing.

Second, the CGCMs that are used for climate change
research are also increasingly being used for seasonal
and longer-range prediction—that is, for use in initial
value problems rather than external forcing response
problems. Prediction skill at seasonal to interannual
time scales is not necessarily an indicator of a model’s
potential skill in simulating the response to external
forcing. However, prediction research provides an un-
derstanding of the circumstances under which we can
make skillful seasonal to interannual forecasts, and it
can help to validate the mechanisms that provide that
skill, thus increasing confidence in estimates of internal
variability from CGCMs. This should also provide fur-
ther insights into the large-scale feedback mechanisms
that determine the climate’s sensitivity to forcing, and
the nature of its transient response to that forcing (e.g.,
Boer et al. 2004, 2005; Boer 2004), since these mecha-
nisms are also likely an important source of predictive
skill on seasonal to interannual time scales.

d. Linearity

Another, but substantially smaller, concern is the
“linear” model that is used predominantly in climate
change detection research.1 This model assumes that
the responses to the various external agents (anthropo-
genic and natural) that are thought to have influenced
the climate of the past century add linearly. There is
little evidence to suggest that the response has not been
additive on global scales. However, additivity may not
continue to hold well on smaller space or time scales or
in the future, and biogeochemical feedback mecha-
nisms may cause nonadditive feedbacks on radiative
forcing (e.g., Cox et al. 2000). A breakdown of additiv-
ity would pose a problem for the use of detection meth-
ods to constrain model projections of future climate,
although it is possible to address this in the context of
existing methods.

e. Non-Gaussian variables and extremes

A third area of concern is the extension of detection
techniques so that they can be used to evaluate changes

1 The word linear is used in a statistical sense in this context—it
indicates linear scaling of the model-simulated space–time climate
change signal. This use of the word linear does not describe the
nature of the climate change signals that enter into the analysis—
those signals may well evolve in a nonlinear fashion in time.
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in quantities that are not inherently Gaussian, such as
the detection and attribution of change in the frequency
and intensity of extreme events.2 This will be a chal-
lenge because signal-to-noise ratios are expected to be
low. There are two fundamental challenges.

The first challenge is methodological and not inher-
ently difficult. Inferences in current optimal finger-
printing methods can be understood as based on a
“likelihood function.” The form of that function, and
thus the method of inference, is derived from the “link”
between the climate change signals and the observa-
tions, y � X� � u, and the assumption that the errors
are Gaussian. Research is already underway where the
relationship between the observations and the signal is
more complex than the simple equation above, and
where the distribution function is replaced with one
that is more appropriate for extremes (e.g., Kharin and
Zwiers 2005; Wang et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2005).

However, there are some additional and more diffi-
cult challenges in the detection of externally forced
change in extremes. These include continuing chal-
lenges in resolving the scaling issues that hinder the
comparison of CGCM simulated extremes with ob-
served extremes (which will be discussed in section 5),
and a lack of consensus between models on the simu-
lation of present-day extremes (Kharin et al. 2005).
Nonetheless, there is a pressing need for information in
this area, and thus the detection community will in-
creasingly venture into this area of research.

3. Large-scale change at the surface and in the
atmosphere

a. Attribution of twentieth-century warming to
causes

The conclusion of the third Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) assessment report from de-
tection and attribution studies was that “most of the
observed warming over the last 50 years is likely to
have been due to the increase in greenhouse gas con-
centrations” (Mitchell et al. 2001). This conclusion has
been largely based on results using multiple regressions
of observed surface air temperature onto fingerprints of
greenhouse gas, sulfate aerosol or combined anthropo-

genic nongreenhouse gas emissions, and natural forcing
(solar and/or volcanic forcing separately, or both com-
bined). The effect of various uncertainties in detection
and attribution results, such as forcing or model uncer-
tainty as discussed above, is summarized in the term
“likely.” Detection and attribution results from global
surface temperature data will need to be updated with
improved model versions, better estimates of forcing,
and more complete estimates of uncertainty in order to
better quantify and narrow the remaining uncertainty
in detection results. A further issue that is being ad-
dressed but needs more work is observational uncer-
tainty during the first half of the twentieth century
(Smith and Reynolds 2003).

Progress has been made in understanding differences
between surface and tropospheric temperature trends.
The climate response to anthropogenic forcing in the
vertical profile of temperature trends is characterized
by stratospheric cooling and tropospheric warming.
Such a climate response has been detected in radio-
sonde data since the 1960s (e.g., Santer et al. 1996; Tett
et al. 1996; Allen and Tett 1999), even if only lower-
tropospheric temperatures are considered (Thorne et
al. 2003). Cooling of the stratosphere and warming of
the troposphere leads to an increase in tropopause
height, where clear anthropogenic and natural signals
can be detected in a range of reanalysis data (Santer et
al. 2003b).

The apparent lack of significant warming in the lower
troposphere over the satellite era has raised concerns
over the validity of estimates of surface warming
(Christy et al. 2001; Christy and Norris 2004) or the
ability of climate models to simulate the vertical coher-
ence in temperature (e.g., Hegerl and Wallace 2002).
This problem is discussed in International Ad Hoc De-
tection and Attribution Group (2005) and has been the
subject of a U.S. Climate Change Science Program Syn-
thesis Report (Karl et al. 2006). For understanding
trends in satellite measurements of the upper tropo-
sphere, the influence of the stratosphere on that mea-
surement needs to be considered. Recent analyses sug-
gest that trends in surface and tropospheric tempera-
ture are consistent with how we expect them to vary
according to the physics of the atmosphere if this strato-
spheric influence (and its temperature trends associated
with stratospheric ozone depletion) as well as observa-
tional uncertainty in satellite data are considered (see
Mears et al. 2003; Fu et al. 2004). The trends are also no
longer inconsistent with model-simulated trends if ob-
servational uncertainty and natural forcing is consid-
ered (Santer et al. 2003a). However, the uncertainty in
satellite data processing needed to be fully understood
in order to yield an improved best guess and uncer-

2 There are fewer distributional concerns with most current ap-
plications of the optimal fingerprinting approach, regardless of
whether the variable of interest is temperature, precipitation, or
some other quantity. This is because almost all studies have ap-
plied the technique to data that are composed of space–time av-
erages computed over long periods of time (e.g., a decade) and
large regions (e.g., 10° � 10° or larger latitude–longitude boxes).
According to the central limit theorem, these quantities should
have distributions that are close to Gaussian.
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tainty range for satellite-derived tropospheric tempera-
ture trends (Karl et al. 2006). This example demon-
strates a need for improved operation of satellite and in
situ observing systems for monitoring climate.

b. Changes in global circulation and precipitation

The atmospheric circulation is driven by differential
heating across the globe, and as external forcing per-
turbs these heating rates, it is natural to expect the
atmospheric circulation to change in response (see, e.g.,
Palmer 1999). However, there is no widely accepted
theory to describe how it is likely to change. As dis-
cussed in International Ad Hoc Detection and Attribu-
tion Group (2005), positive trends in the Northern and
Southern Annular Modes have recently been observed
(Hurrell 1996; Thompson et al. 2000; Thompson and
Solomon 2002; Gillett et al. 2003a). The surface circu-
lation is well-characterized by sea level pressure, which
has the advantage that it is well observed and exhibits a
high degree of spatial homogeneity. Gillett et al.
(2003b) used detection and attribution methods to com-
pare simulated and observed trends in sea level pres-
sure and found a detectable response to a combined
greenhouse gas and sulfate aerosol forcing using three
different observational datasets and the mean simu-
lated response from four models [the Second Hadley
Centre Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere GCM (HadCM2),
Third HadCM (HadCM3), CGCM1, and CGCM2; note
that of these models only HadCM3 has no flux correc-
tions]. These results have now been extended to include
the 40-Yr European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis (ERA-40).
Although the pattern of simulated and observed change
was similar, Gillett et al. (2003b) found that the mag-
nitude of the observed sea level pressure change is sub-
stantially larger than that simulated in several climate
models. Figure 1a shows changes in winter sea level
pressure over the period 1958–98 from the ERA-40
dataset compared to the mean response simulated by
four climate models (Fig. 1b). The simulated pattern of
sea level pressure trends is similar to that from the
reanalysis, but the magnitude is much smaller. This re-
sult is confirmed by Fig. 1c, which shows regression
coefficients of sea level pressure change from several
observed and reanalysis datasets against a multimodel
mean simulated response to greenhouse gas and sulfate
aerosol increases. The scaling factor (see section 2) is
always significantly greater than one, indicating that the
observed response is larger than that simulated by the
models.

Why do climate models fail to predict the correct
magnitude of sea level pressure changes? One reason
may be that the studies discussed above do not include

all the relevant external climate forcings. Stott et al.
(2001) examine integrations of HadCM3 forced with all
of the principal external forcings—greenhouse gas
changes, sulfate aerosol changes, solar irradiance
changes, volcanic aerosol, and stratospheric ozone
depletion—and find that they do not simulate the re-
cently observed North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) in-
crease. However, Gillett and Thompson (2003) exam-
ined the response to stratospheric ozone depletion in a
model with high vertical resolution and found that re-
alistic December–February trends in geopotential
height over the Southern Hemisphere were simulated
in response to ozone depletion. They also noted that
simulation of these trends required high vertical reso-
lution, explaining why they were not simulated by Stott
et al. (2001). These results thus suggest that part of the
discrepancy between simulated and observed circula-
tion changes in the Southern Hemisphere noted by
Gillett et al. (2003b) may be due to ozone depletion.
However, the discrepancy over the Northern Hemi-
sphere cannot be explained in this way.

Shindell et al. (1999) argue that the tropospheric cir-
culation response to greenhouse gas increases is re-
motely forced from the stratosphere and that a high
model upper boundary is necessary in order to simulate
a realistic sea level pressure response to greenhouse gas
increases, but their findings were not reproduced in a
model with higher horizontal resolution (Gillett et al.
2002). Other authors have suggested that the North
Atlantic Oscillation response to greenhouse gas in-
creases is indirectly forced by changes in sea surface
temperatures (Rodwell et al. 1999; Hoerling et al.
2001), but while some studies with prescribed sea sur-
face temperatures are able to simulate changes in the
NAO that are correlated with those that have been
observed, none has yet been able to simulate the mag-
nitude of the observed trend. Thus the reason for the
difference in amplitude of the observed and simulated
sea level pressure trends remains unknown.

How might we reconcile this difference between ob-
served and simulated sea level pressure changes? First,
it is important to identify and characterize sources of
uncertainty in the observational datasets. Sufficiently
long instrumental records of sea level pressure only ex-
ist for limited areas of the globe, thus we must either
restrict our analysis to only these well-observed regions
or use sea level pressure derived from reanalyses. The
National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) reanalysis exhibits larger negative trends in sea
level pressure in the poorly observed Antarctic, which
are not fully reproduced in the recent ERA-40 reanaly-
sis, suggesting that the NCEP reanalysis trends may be
overestimates there. A detection analysis applied to sea
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level pressure over the North Atlantic region (20°–
80°N and 0°–60°W) over the period 1908–98 using the
Trenberth analyses (Trenberth and Paolino 1980) indi-
cated no better agreement between models and analy-
sis-based sea level pressure data than the over the
1958–98 period, but further analysis of historical data
may help to better constrain uncertainties.

We also need to examine climate models to under-
stand why they are in disagreement with observations,
if the observed trends prove correct. For example, it is
likely that the sea level pressure response is sensitive to
the parameterizations used in a model. By making use
of “perturbed physics” ensembles (e.g., Allen 2003b), in
which physical parameterizations are systematically
perturbed in a large ensemble of integrations, it may be
possible to identify the model parameters to which cir-
culation changes are most sensitive and that lead to a
more realistic simulation of historical sea level pressure
changes. This area of disagreement between models
and observations may therefore ultimately prove useful
in constraining model physics.

As with atmospheric circulation changes, we also ex-
pect the hydrological cycle to respond to changes in
external forcing of the climate system. Mitchell et al.
(1987) argue that precipitation changes are controlled
primarily by the energy budget of the troposphere: the
latent heat of condensation being balanced by radiative
cooling. Externally forced warming of the troposphere
enhances the local cooling rate, thereby increasing pre-
cipitation, but this may be partly offset by a decrease in
the efficiency of the cooling due to greenhouse gas in-
creases (Allen and Ingram 2002; Yang et al. 2003; Lam-
bert et al. 2004). Allen and Ingram (2002) demonstrate
that the ensemble mean land average precipitation
simulated by HadCM3 is significantly correlated with
observed land average precipitation over the 1945–98
period, essentially detecting the influence of natural ex-
ternal forcing on precipitation. A similar result was ob-
tained using all-forcings simulations of the Parallel Cli-
mate Model (PCM; Fig. 2; Gillett et al. 2004b). Consis-
tent with this, Lambert et al. (2004) demonstrate that
the response to shortwave forcing is detectable in ob-
servations, whereas the response to longwave forcing is
not. These results therefore suggest that natural forc-
ings such as volcanic aerosol and solar irradiance
changes are likely to have had a larger influence on
mean changes of total precipitation during the twenti-
eth century than greenhouse gas changes, which is con-
sistent with simulations of the response to volcanic forc-
ing (Robock and Liu 1994). Gillett et al. (2004b) dem-
onstrate that there is a detectable volcanic influence in
terrestrial precipitation over the past 50 yr, using simu-

FIG. 1. (a) “Observed” and (b) simulated sea level pressure
trends (same color scale, in hPa). The December–February sea
level pressure trends over the period 1958–98 are shown (a) for
ERA-40 and (b) for the mean of the simulated response to green-
house gas and sulfate aerosol changes from four climate models
(CGCM1, CGCM2, HadCM2, and HadCM3; adapted from
Gillett et al. 2003b). (c) Regression coefficients (scaling factor �;
see section 2) of different observed sea level pressure changes
against changes simulated in response to greenhouse gas and sul-
fate aerosol increases. The first three bars show results derived
using a four-model mean of simulated 1948–98 sea level pressure
changes, and three observational datasets: the Hadley Centre sea
level pressure (HadSLP) is a gridded dataset of measurements, de-
fined only where observations are present; Trenberth is a synthesis
of analyses, only defined northward of 20°N; and NCEP is a global
reanalysis. The fourth bar shows results using ERA-40 reanalysis
over the period 1958–98 (adapted from Gillett et al. 2003b).
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lations of the PCM, although the model appears to un-
derestimate the volcanic response.

Owing to the limited sensitivity of precipitation to
greenhouse gas changes and the relatively small change
in forcing over the observed period, Allen and Ingram
(2002) argue that hydrological sensitivity (the change in
mean total precipitation in response to a doubling of
CO2) is not well constrained by available observations.
A perfect model study that examined the detectability
of precipitation changes in simulations of the PCM with
natural and anthropogenic forcing also suggested that
the response to greenhouse gas forcing should not yet
be detectable in total mean precipitation (Ziegler et al.
2003) and that model uncertainty should make detec-
tion of annual precipitation changes difficult (Hegerl et
al. 2004 note that changes in some aspects of extreme
precipitation may be detectable earlier; see below).
However, detection and attribution techniques are
likely to be useful in examining the hydrological re-
sponse to natural forcings, particularly volcanoes. In
these cases, we may be able to use these techniques to
answer the question of whether observed and simulated
precipitation responses are consistent, and in the con-
text of a perturbed physics ensemble, these techniques
may be used to constrain model parameters by com-
parison with observations (to the extent that observa-
tions provide a constraint given their uncertainties).
This in turn may help to constrain our predictions of
future precipitation changes.

A major impediment in detection of anthropogenic
influences on precipitation is that global estimates of
precipitation are not available, particularly before the
satellite era. Decadal changes recorded by satellite

measurements of rainfall are still uncertain. Station-
based datasets over land are incomplete, even during
the past 50 yr, and are also affected by observational
uncertainties (Houghton et al. 2001).

4. Changes in the ocean

There is an increasing amount of observational evi-
dence for changes within the ocean, both at regional
and global scales (e.g., Bindoff and Church 1992; Wong
et al. 1999; Wong et al. 2001; Dickson et al. 2001; Curry
et al. 2003; Levitus et al. 2001; Aoki et al. 2005). Many
of the observed changes in the ocean are from studies
of the heat storage (Ishii et al. 2003; White et al. 2003;
Willis et al. 2004; Levitus et al. 2005). These studies all
show that the global heat content of the oceans has
been increasing since the 1950s. For the period 1993–
2003, this increase is between 0.7 and 0.86 W m�2. The
longer-term average increase in heat content (1955–98)
over the 0–3000-m layer of the ocean is 0.2 W m�2 or
0.037°C. These observed changes in ocean heat content
are consistent with model-simulated changes in state-
of-the-art coupled climate models, which can be de-
tected and attributed to anthropogenic forcing (e.g.,
Barnett et al. 2001; Levitus et al. 2001; Reichert et al.
2002). However, total ocean heat content is affected by
observational sampling uncertainty (Gregory et al.
2004). Since the ocean is a major source of uncertainty
in future climate change (see Houghton et al. 2001),
attempting to detect and quantify ocean climate change
in variables focusing on ocean physics, such as water
mass characteristics, will increase confidence in large-
scale simulations of climate change in the ocean and
our ability to simulate future ocean changes.

The water mass characteristics of the relatively shal-
low Sub-Antarctic Mode Water (SAMW) and the sub-
tropical gyres in the Indian and Pacific basins since the
1960s have been changing. In most studies differences
between earlier historical data (mainly from the 1960s)
with more recent World Ocean Circulation Experiment
(WOCE) data in the late 1980s and 1990s show that the
SAMW is cooler and fresher on density surfaces (Bin-
doff and Church 1992; Johnson and Orsi 1997; Bindoff
and McDougall 1994; Wong et al. 2001; Bindoff and
McDougall 2000), indicative of a subduction of warmer
waters [see Bindoff and McDougall (1994) for an ex-
planation of this counterintuitive result]. These water
mass results are supported by the strong increase in
heat content in the Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes
across both the Indian and Pacific Oceans during the
1993–2003 period (Willis et al. 2004). While most stud-
ies of the SAMW water mass properties have shown a
cooling and freshening on density surfaces in the Indian

FIG. 2. Simulated and observed anomalies in terrestrial precipi-
tation over the period 1945–98. The model data are from a four-
member ensemble of simulations of the NCAR PCM integrated
with estimates of anthropogenic, solar, and volcanic forcing. A
5-yr running mean was applied to suppress short-term natural
variability, such as ENSO (taken from Gillett et al. 2004b).
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and Pacific Oceans, the most recent repeat of the
WOCE Indian Ocean section along 32°S in 2001 found
a warming and salinity increase on density surfaces (in-
dicative of subduction of cooler waters) in the shallow
thermocline (Bryden et al. 2003). This result empha-
sizes the need to understand the processes involved in
decadal oscillations in the subtropical gyres. Note, how-
ever, that the denser waters masses below 300 m
showed the same trend in water mass properties that
had been reported earlier (Bindoff and McDougall
2000). Further evidence of the large-scale freshening
and cooling of SAMW (Fig. 3) comes from an analysis
of six meridional WOCE sections and three Japanese
Antarctic Research Expedition sections from South Af-
rica to 150°E. These sections were compared with his-
torical data extending from the Subtropical Front
(�35°S) to the Antarctic Divergence (�60°S), and
from South Africa eastward to the Drake Passage. In
almost all sections a cooling and freshening of SAMW
has occurred consistent with the subduction of warmer
surface waters observed over the same period, summa-
rized in Fig. 3.

The salinity minimum water in the North Pacific has
freshened and in the southern parts of the Atlantic,
Indian, and Pacific Oceans there has also been a cor-
responding freshening of the salinity minimum layer.
The Atlantic freshening at depth is also supported by
direct observations of a freshening of the surface waters
(Curry et al. 2003). Taken together these changes in the
Atlantic and North Pacific suggest a global increase in
the hydrological cycle (and flux of freshwater into the

oceans including melt waters from ice caps and sea ice)
at high latitudes in the source regions of these two wa-
ter masses (Wong et al. 1999). To the south of the Sub-
antarctic Front, there is a very coherent pattern of
warming and salinity increase on density surfaces �500
m (Fig. 3). This pattern of warming and salinity increase
on isopycnals from 45°E to 90°W is consistent with the
warming and/or freshening of surface waters (see Bind-
off and McDougall 1994). Figure 3 summarizes the ob-
served differences in the Southern Ocean, showing the
cooling and freshening on density surfaces of SAMW
north of the Subantarctic Front, freshening of Antarctic
Intermediate Water, and warming and salinity increase
of the Upper-Circumpolar Deep Water south of the
Subantarctic Front.

These observed changes are broadly consistent with
simulations of warming and changes in precipitation
minus evaporation. Banks and Bindoff (2003) identi-
fied a zonal mode (or fingerprint) of difference in water
mass properties in the anthropogenically forced simu-
lation of the HadCM3 model between the 1960s and
1990s (Fig. 4). This fingerprint identified in HadCM3 is
strikingly similar to the observed differences in water
mass characteristics (Fig. 3) in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. In the HadCM3 climate change simulation, the
strength of the zonal mode in the Indo-Pacific Ocean
tends to become stronger and increasingly significant
from the 1960s onward. Its strength exceeds the 5%
significance level 40% of the time, while this happens
only occasionally (�5% of the time) in the 600-yr con-
trol simulation. This result suggests that the zonal sig-
nature of climate change for the Indo-Pacific basin (and
Southern Ocean) is distinct from the modes of variabil-
ity and suggests that the anthropogenic change can be

FIG. 3. Schematic summary of the meridional water mass dif-
ferences between data from the 1990s and the 1950s to the 1970s
in the Southern Ocean from South Africa to south of Australia
(45°E–90°W). [Printed with permission of Geophys. Res. Lett.
from Aoki et al. (2005).]

FIG. 4. Indo-Pacific zonal average potential temperature change
(°C) on isopycnals from HadCM3 anthropogenic climate change
experiment between 1959–68 and 1998–98. The changes on the
isopycnals have been regridded onto pressure surfaces using the
mean depth of each isopycnal surface. Contours show the zonal
average salinity field (psu). [Printed with permission of J. Climate
from Banks and Bindoff (2003).]
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separated from internal ocean variability. The similar-
ity of observed and simulated water mass changes sug-
gests that such changes can already be observed. For a
quantitative detection approach, the relatively sparse
sampling of ocean data needs to be emulated in models.

The Southern Ocean is an important source of
world’s global water masses and thermohaline circula-
tion. Banks and Wood (2002) concluded from their
analysis of the HadCM3 model results that the geo-
graphic regions with the greatest signal-to-noise ratio
for detecting climate changes trends were from water
masses that mainly originate from or in the Southern
Ocean with short residence times such as SAMW. By
contrast, the North Atlantic was considered less suit-
able for climate change detection because of its greater
internal variability in this model.

5. Detecting anthropogenic changes in
impact-relevant variables

a. Toward detecting regional changes

Regional and local changes in climate have a large
impact on society. Recently, it has been shown that an
anthropogenic climate change signal is detectable in
continental-scale regions using surface temperature
changes over the twentieth century (Karoly et al. 2003;
Stott 2003; Zwiers and Zhang 2003; Karoly and
Braganza 2005). It has also been shown that most of the
observed warming over the last 50 yr in six continental-
scale regions (including North America, Eurasia, and
Australia) was likely to be due to the increase in green-
house gases in the atmosphere (Stott 2003). However, it
becomes harder to detect climate change at decreasing
spatial scales, and scaling factors may become more
model dependent. This tendency is illustrated in Fig. 5,
which is based on the approach by Zwiers and Zhang
(2003). The authors use the Canadian climate model to
show that greenhouse gas and sulfate aerosol climate
change can be detected in the observed warming in
North America and Eurasia over the twentieth century.
As the spatial scales considered become smaller, it can
be seen that the uncertainty in estimated signal ampli-
tudes (as demonstrated by the size of the vertical bars)
becomes larger, reducing the signal-to-noise ratio in de-
tection and attribution results (see also Stott and Tett
1998). Since the signal-to-noise ratio depends on the
local level of natural variability and the size of the an-
thropogenic signal, results vary between regions, such
as between Eurasia and North America. The figure also
illustrates that most of the results hold if the variance of
internal climate variability in the control simulations is
doubled [by enhancing anomalies of the control simu-
lation by a factor of sqrt(2); see Fig. 5b]. This increases

our confidence in the detection result, since estimates
of internal climate variability based on models are still
uncertain (see section 2).

A different approach to detection of regional tem-
perature change uses indices of area-average minimum
and maximum surface temperature variations in the
North American region (Karoly et al. 2003) and in the
Australian region (Karoly and Braganza 2005) calcu-
lated from observations and a number of different cli-
mate models. Results show that recent climate change
in those regions could not be explained by natural vari-
ability alone and was consistent with the response to
anthropogenic forcing (Fig. 6).

FIG. 5. (a) Detection of greenhouse gas and aerosol climate
change in observed data from seven nested regions (after Zwiers
and Zhang 2003): NA, EA, EANA, 30–70, NH, and GL represent
the North American continent, the Eurasian continent, the North
American and Eurasian continents combined, Northern Hemi-
sphere midlatitudes (30°–70°N), Northern Hemisphere, and the
globe, respectively. Simulations from CGCM1, CGCM2,
HadCM2, and HadCM3 have been used as fingerprints. ALL cor-
responds to the results where data from all four models have been
combined in the fingerprint and estimate of climate variability.
The vertical axis shows the scaling factors by which model data
need to be scaled to match observations, and their 90% confi-
dence intervals. A scaling factor that is significantly larger than
zero indicates detection of climate change in observations, over-
lap of the confidence interval with unity indicates that simulated
and observed changes are consistent. (b) Same as in (a), except
that the variance in the control simulations has been doubled.
Note that a significant detection of the greenhouse gas and aero-
sol signal still holds everywhere if multimodel detection (ALL) is
used.
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The successful attribution of continental-scale cli-
mate change to anthropogenic forcing, as demonstrated
in the results discussed above, can also be used to pro-
vide probabilistic estimates of future climate change at
regional scales (in a similar manner as done for global
scales; see, e.g., Stott and Kettleborough 2002).

Detection of regional climate change is very relevant
for attributing impacts of climate change to external
forcing. Gillett et al. (2004a) demonstrate a detectable
anthropogenic influence on Canadian fire season tem-
perature. They go on to detect the influence of anthro-
pogenic climate change on forest area burnt, using a
simple statistical model. This result links observed
impacts directly to external forcing. Such an approach
will become increasingly important for understand-
ing climate change impacts, such as changes in ecosys-
tems.

However, the prospects of successful attribution of
observed temperature change at local scales (such as at
a single station) are limited in the near future, as the
magnitude of local temperature, and even more so,
rainfall, variability is generally much larger than any
regional greenhouse climate change signal. The spatial
scale at which a detectable anthropogenic signal can be
identified is likely to decrease over time, as the magni-
tude of the projected greenhouse climate signal in-
creases.

b. Extreme events

Perhaps one of the most unexpected developments in
the area of climate change detection and attribution is
the recent focus on extreme climate events. Certainly,
from the perspective of climate impacts extreme
weather and climate events are very important, but un-
til recently it was not expected that they would exhibit
detectable anthropogenic signals beyond a shift due to
changes in climate means in the near future. However,
the central Europe heat wave during the summer of
2003, which is estimated to be a very extreme event in
the context of long station records, is consistent with
hypothesized increases in temperature variability and
hence greater likelihood of extremes (Schär et al. 2004).

Results from climate model simulations suggest that
the tails of the distribution of daily temperature data
will change differently from seasonal mean data, sug-
gesting that a separate detection of changes in tempera-
ture extremes is worthwhile. Figure 7 shows that two
climate models simulate a stronger change in European
cold winter days than in winter means, narrowing the
future temperature distribution in a manner consistent
with simulated changes in circulation, while the distri-
bution of daily maximum temperature widens, leading
to stronger hot extremes (Hegerl et al. 2004).

Climatological data show that the most intense pre-

FIG. 6. Trends in Australian area-averaged min, max, and mean temperatures, and daily
temperature range (DTR) from anthropogenically forced model simulations and observations
over 1950–99. The error bars on the model trends are the 90% confidence intervals for the
ensemble-mean trends (based on control variability, taking ensemble size into account, omit-
ted for models with short control runs available to authors). The error bars about zero at the
location of the observed trends are the uncertainties in the trend estimates due to natural
internal climate variability, as simulated by the models (based on CSIRO and PCM models,
which were the only models with long control runs with DTR data available). The trends in
mean temperature are inconsistent with naturally forced runs (from Karoly and Braganza
2005; Braganza et al. 2004).
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cipitation occurs in warm regions (Fig. 8a). Also, higher
temperatures lead to an increase in the water holding
capacity of the atmosphere, and hence to a greater pro-
portion of total precipitation in heavy and very heavy
events (Karl and Trenberth 2003). Therefore, all cli-
mate models analyzed to date show on average an in-
crease in extreme precipitation events as global tem-
peratures increase (Houghton et al. 2001; Semenov and
Bengtsson 2002; Allen and Ingram 2002; Hegerl et al.
2003), with global increases in extreme precipitation
exceeding increases in mean precipitation. Groisman et
al. (1999) has demonstrated empirically, and Katz
(1999) theoretically, that as precipitation increases a
greater proportion falls in heavy and very heavy events
if the frequency remains constant. Figure 8b illustrates
that observed decadal trends in rainfall tend to show
stronger changes in extreme than mean rainfall. Al-
though measurement uncertainties in these regional
changes are considerable, the probability of 16 out of 16
regions showing stronger absolute changes in extremes
than means by chance is very small. Note that this re-
sult, which applies to the 90th percentile of daily pre-
cipitation, is not inconsistent with model results that
suggest that the magnitude of very rare events, such as
the 20-yr extreme event, will increase almost every-
where with increasing temperature.

These findings draw attention to the necessity of
closer examination of the changes in precipitation ex-
tremes and attempts to detect changes and attribute
them to anthropogenic forcing. However, there are a

number of difficulties to address before such a detec-
tion and attribution attempt becomes feasible.

First, as mentioned in the methods section, a com-
parison between observed and simulated changes in cli-
mate extremes requires a comparison of data that rep-
resent different spatial scales: while the typical global
climate model grid box is on the order of one or several
hundreds of kilometers wide, the observations repre-
sent point observations by individual stations. There-
fore, a direct quantitative comparison between ob-
served and simulated extremes is not feasible, and it is
important to develop area-averaged changes in extreme
precipitation (Groisman et al. 2005). A large number of
stations are needed to provide reliable estimates of
area-averaged precipitation (e.g., McCollum and Kra-
jewski 1998; Osborn and Hulme 1997). Data from re-
analysis projects (e.g., ERA-40 reanalysis, Simmons et
al. 2005; or the updated NCEP reanalysis, Kanamitsu et
al. 2002) may be useful since they are more readily
comparable to model data, but rainfall in these prod-
ucts is not well constrained by observations [see Kharin
and Zwiers (2000) for extreme and Widmann et al.
(2003) for mean rainfall]. On the other hand, if reanaly-
sis rainfall extremes are driven by parameterizations,
we might be able to learn from the success or failure of
different reanalysis products about model parameter-
izations that improve the simulation of extreme rainfall.

Today, station-based observations are the most reli-
able data for detection and attribution of climate
change in rainfall extremes, but as the time series and

FIG. 7. Change in moderate to rare daily maximum temperature in central Europe for (a) cold extremes and (b)
warm extremes. On the horizontal axis, temperature is given (°C); the vertical axis indicates (on a log scale) the
number of most extreme days per year that have been averaged (ranging from 30 to 0.2), with the average of the
30 hottest and coldest days of a year given on top and the average of the hottest/coldest days in a 5-yr period at
the bottom of the diagram. The solid line indicates the mean value for the model’s present-day climate (1975–95
in a climate change simulation), dashed for future climate (2040–60). Changes are given for two different climate
models, CGCM2 (gray) and HadCM3 (black). Note that the more rare extremes change more strongly for both
cold and warm extremes in both models (indicated by the arrows); the dotted line indicates the respective seasonal
mean change for comparison. [From Hegerl et al. (2004).]
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accuracy of remote sensing data increases, the blend of
these different types of data will become increasingly
important for comparison with climate model simula-
tions. Station data still require additional work for daily
and possibly hourly resolution data, for integration into
global datasets and assessment for time-dependent bi-
ases caused by systematic changes in observing proce-
dure or instruments. Fortunately, the impacts of such
systematic changes in precipitation observations appear
to be strongest for light precipitation measurements
and affect less the measurement of heavy and very
heavy precipitation (Groisman et al. 1999). Other in-
homogeneities, such as changes in station location, may
still affect heavy rainfall, though these are less spatially
coherent.

A second difficulty in the detection of changes in
extremes is that the term “climate extreme” encom-
passes a range of events that typically cause impacts.
These range from frequent events such as midlatitude
frost days to extremely rare and devastating events.
Consequently, a large range of indices documenting ex-
treme events has been proposed and applied (see
Meehl et al. 2000; Frich et al. 2002). This different use

of indices for extremes has so far made a comparison
between results of model and observational studies of
extremes difficult (see Houghton et al. 2001). Examples
for indices of extremes include the most extreme event
over a period of time, such as a year. This index may be
interesting by itself (Hegerl et al. 2004) or can be used
to fit an extreme value distribution that allows us to
estimate extreme events with long return characteristics
(see Zwiers and Kharin 1998; Kharin and Zwiers 2000,
2005; Wehner 2004). Other indices of extremes are de-
fined as exceedances of a threshold for extreme events,
such as the 90th percentile of climatological tempera-
ture or rainfall. Exceedances of thresholds benefit from
extensive statistical literature on their properties. How-
ever, their application to climate variables with strong
seasonal cycle, such as temperature, leads to unantici-
pated problems. Thresholds that are based on esti-
mated percentiles of climatological temperature are af-
fected by sampling error. This error leads to systematic
differences in exceedance rates between the climato-
logical base period and the period outside, causing sub-
stantial biases in trends in extremes (Zhang et al. 2005).
These can be circumvented if extremes indices are pro-

FIG. 8. (a) Climatology of the intensity of daily precipitation in 10 mm day�1 categories for
different temperature regimes: blue bar: �3° to 19°C; pink bar: 19° to 29°C; dark red bar: 29°
to 35°C, based on 51, 37, and 12 worldwide stations, respectively. By selection, all stations have
the same seasonal mean precipitation amount of 230 � 5 mm. [From Karl and Trenberth
(2003).] (b) Linear trends (% decade�1) of heavy precipitation (above 90th percentile) and
total precipitation during the rainy season over various regions of the globe. Seasons for each
region usually span at least 50 yr. Note that the magnitude of the changes in heavy precipi-
tation frequencies are always higher than changes in mean precipitation frequencies. [From
Easterling et al. (2000).]
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cessed differently. This example demonstrates that in-
dices for climate extremes must be very carefully evalu-
ated for their statistical properties, their applicability to
climatologically different regions, and their robustness.
Data from climate models are very valuable to test the
properties of indices, since they are abundant and rela-
tively homogeneous.

A further consideration in the choice of indices is
that indices for more rare and extreme events will be
more poorly sampled than indices of events that occur
more frequently. This decreased sampling will almost
certainly lead to a decrease in signal-to-noise ratio for
detection. However, for extremes that occur at least

once a year, this decrease in signal-to-noise ratio ap-
pears quite small for temperature or precipitation com-
pared to seasonal mean data. If uncertainty in the spa-
tial fingerprint of climate change in models is consid-
ered, changes in annual rainfall extremes may actually
be more robustly detectable than changes in annual
total rainfall (Hegerl et al. 2004; Fig. 9). This is caused
by the above-mentioned stronger increases (in percent
of climatological values) for extreme than annual total
rainfall, which leads to a more robustly detectable pat-
tern of general increase of extreme rainfall. In contrast,
annual total rainfall shows a model-dependent pattern
of increases and decreases.

FIG. 9. (a) Common model fingerprint for the percent change in the wettest day of the year
between the present time and the time of CO2 doubling from two climate models (changes are
averaged between the two climate models CGCM2 and HadCM3 and shown only where
changes are consistent; in percent). (b) Signal-to-noise ratio for changes in extreme precipi-
tation estimated from model data only. The horizontal axis indicates results from annual total
(“ann”), the average of 30, 10, 5, and 1 wettest days (“30ex” to “1ex”) and the strongest 5-day
accumulation (“5acc”) if detected using data from HadCM3 only (“all Had data”; solid) and
using the fingerprint from CGCM2 (“using CC fingerprint”; dashed; results are similar if
models are exchanged). The latter results show that changes in heavy precipitation should be
more detectable between both models. [Further details can be found in Hegerl et al. (2004).]
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This should encourage attempts to detect changes in
extremes. A first attempt was based on the Frich et al.
(2002) indices, using fingerprints from atmospheric
model simulations with fixed sea surface temperature
and a bootstrap method for significance testing (Kiktev
et al. 2003). Their results indicate that patterns of simu-
lated and observed rainfall extremes bear little similar-
ity for the indices they selected, in contrast to the simi-
larity of trends depicted by Groisman et al. (2005). In
contrast, some observed changes in temperature ex-
tremes can be detected and attributed to greenhouse
gas forcing (Christidis et al. 2005).

c. Attributing individual extreme events
probabilistically

A new challenge for the detection and attribution
community is quantifying the impact of external climate
forcing on the probability of specific weather events.
Detection and attribution studies to date have tended
to focus on properties of the climate system that can be
considered as deterministic. For example, the studies
reviewed by the Houghton et al. (2001) attributing
large-scale temperature changes were all based on the
underlying statistical model of a deterministic change
with superimposed climate noise. The combination of
observational uncertainty and natural internal variabil-
ity means that we cannot be completely sure what the
externally driven 100-yr change in global temperatures
has been, but can estimate a best guess and uncertainty
range for the underlying anthropogenic temperature
change from observed trends.

This distinction between the observed change in ac-
tual temperatures and the underlying change in ex-
pected temperatures is largely of academic interest
when addressing global temperature trends, because
the level of internal variability in 50- or 100-yr tempera-
ture trends is lower than the externally driven changes.
This distinction becomes much more important when
we consider changes in precipitation or extreme
weather events. Nevertheless, even for these noisier
variables, studies have tended to consider underlying
deterministic changes in diagnostics such as expected
occurrence frequency as the legitimate subject of attri-
bution statements, rather than addressing the actual ex-
treme events themselves. Indeed, in popular discussions
of the climate change issue, it is frequently asserted that
it is impossible in principle to attribute a single event in
a chaotic system to external forcing.

Allen (2003a), Stone and Allen (2005), and Stott et
al. (2004) argue that quantitative attribution statements
can be made regarding individual events if they are
couched in terms of the contribution of external forcing
to the risk (i.e., the probability) of an event of (or

greater than) the observed magnitude. This point is il-
lustrated conceptually in Fig. 10. Figure 10a shows how
the distribution of a hypothetical climate variable (pre-
cipitation at a given location, e.g.) might alter under
climate change, with a narrower distribution changing
to a broader distribution, increasing the risk of an event
exceeding a given threshold. For assessing changes in
risk, it will be necessary to account for uncertainty in
how the distribution has changed: in this case, there is a
5% chance that the risk of exceeding the threshold has
actually declined. Figure 10b (from Allen 2003a) shows
how results from such probabilistic analyses can be
summarized, showing a histogram of changes in risk
resulting from the imposed external forcing (top axis)
and the fraction attributable risk (FAR) due to that
forcing (bottom axis). The FAR is an established con-
cept in epidemiological studies for attribution of cause
and effect in stochastic systems. It has been applied to
attributing a part of the probability of a heat wave as

FIG. 10. (top) Probability distribution function (PDF) of a hy-
pothetical weather event as a function of magnitude. In this ex-
ample, the narrower distribution corresponds to the case without
cause A (e.g., if humans had not influenced the climate system),
whereas the wider distribution corresponds to the real-world case
with cause A. The likelihood of an extreme event greater than the
dotted line is doubled when cause A is present. The dotted lines
show the range of possible PDFs in the real world including un-
certainty in climate change. The uncertainty is large enough here
that the probability of an extreme event could have decreased
with cause A. Generally there will also be uncertainty in the ref-
erence PDF, which is not shown here. (bottom) PDF of the frac-
tion of the risk of the extreme event attributable to cause A (see
Allen 2003a; Stone and Allen 2005). Because of our uncertainty in
the distribution in (a), the PDF here is wide enough to include a
small probability that the risk has in fact decreased (i.e., less than
0 on the bottom axis).
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observed in central Europe in 2003 to anthropogenic
forcing (Stott et al. 2004).

6. Recommendations and conclusions

Results of detection and attribution studies in surface
and atmospheric temperature and ocean heat content
show consistently that a large part of the twentieth-
century warming can be attributed to greenhouse gas
forcing. We need to continue to attempt estimating the
climate response to anthropogenic forcing in different
components of the climate system, including the
oceans, atmosphere, and cryosphere. We also need to
more fully assess all the components of the climate sys-
tem for their sensitivity to climate change signals and
their signal-to-noise ratios for climate change, and syn-
thesize estimates of anthropogenic signals from differ-
ent climate variables. Also, detection studies are now
starting to focus on spatial scales and variables that are
important for climate change impacts. All these efforts
raise both familiar and new questions for climate re-
search.

For example, the detection and attribution of climate
change requires long observed time series free from
nonclimate-related time-dependent biases. For the
analysis of extreme events it is also important that qual-
ity control routines do not weed out true extreme
events. Blended remote sensing and in situ data, if qual-
ity controlled also with regard to extremes, may be-
come very useful to overcome spatial sampling inad-
equacies. Since every source of data is subject to ob-
servational uncertainty, climate records that are based
on different observing systems and analysis methods
are important for quantifying and decreasing the un-
certainty in detection and attribution results. Lessons
learned from microwave satellite data, global land sur-
face temperatures, and sea surface temperatures show
that our initial estimates of uncertainty from a single
dataset are often too low. Therefore, a high priority
must be placed on adequate estimation of error, includ-
ing time-dependent biases.

For reducing uncertainties in detection and attribu-
tion results we also need to keep improving our under-
standing and estimates of historical anthropogenic and
natural radiative forcings, particularly those with larg-
est uncertainties such as black carbon, effect of aerosols
on clouds, or solar forcing. As the spatial scale upon
which detection and attribution efforts focus decreases,
forcings that are of minor importance globally, such as
land use change, may become more important and need
to be considered.

Furthermore, our understanding of model uncer-
tainty needs to be improved, and more complete esti-

mates of model error need to be included in detection
and attribution approaches. Both ensembles of models
with perturbed parameters (e.g., Allen and Stainforth
2002; Murphy et al. 2004) and true diversity in CGCMs
used worldwide are important to sample model uncer-
tainty. Aspects of climate change where there is a sig-
nificant discrepancy between model simulation and ob-
servation, such as the magnitude of changes in annular
modes or in the fingerprint of anthropogenic sea level
pressure change, need to be understood.

Furthermore, different components of the climate
system present their own challenges. In the oceans, it is
important to exploit the signatures of climate change in
both water mass properties, heat and freshwater, sea
level, and in other ocean tracers, such as oxygen
concentration, together to more reliably detect and at-
tribute climate change and evaluate ocean model per-
formance. The advantage of exploring water mass
variations on density surfaces in addition to inventories
of heat and freshwater storage, is that water mass
changes largely reflect changes in the surface forcing
and are less prone to noise introduced by mesoscale
eddies. Furthermore, water mass changes on density
surfaces do not contribute to sea level rise and thus
provide information about changes within the water
column that are independent from sea level measure-
ments.

In the atmosphere, detectable global precipitation
changes in response to volcanism may be useful to
evaluate simulated changes in the hydrological cycle
even before greenhouse gas–induced changes in pre-
cipitation become detectable. Also, changes in extreme
precipitation may become detectable before changes in
total precipitation. Furthermore, the probability of an
individual extreme event with and without greenhouse
warming can be estimated to assess how much global
warming contributes to changes in the risk of a particu-
lar extreme event.

We conclude that while the anthropogenic signal
continues to emerge from the background of natural
variability in more components of the climate system,
and on decreasing spatial scales, detection and attribu-
tion efforts will be vital to provide a rigorous compari-
son between model-simulated and observed change in
both the atmosphere and oceans. Where climate
change is detected and attributed to external forcing,
detection results can be used to constrain uncertainties
in future predictions based on observed climate change.
Where attribution fails due to discrepancies between
simulated and observed change, this provides an impor-
tant encouragement to revisit climate model and obser-
vational uncertainty.
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